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What is the economic concept of choice? An1

experimental philosophy study2

3

April 20184

Abstract5

Economists and philosophers disagree about the concept of choice used6

in economics. Some behavioural economists argue that economic mod-7

els of choice will improve as they become more and more psychologically8

realistic. Don Ross argues that this argument fails because its hidden9

assumption—that the economic concept of choice is the same as the psycho-10

logical counterpart—is false. Ross conjectures that the economic concept11

of choice concerns a population-scale pattern of behavioural changes in re-12

sponse to incentives. We conduct a survey experiment to test two predictions13

that Ross’s conjecture generates. The statistical analysis of our data con-14

firms our predictions, although with some qualifications. In interpreting our15

results, we distinguish two versions of commonsensible realism, strong and16

weak, and propose the weak one as a plausible explanation of our results.17

Weak commonsensible realism also produces further testable hypotheses.18

Some methodological implications of our study are discussed.19
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1 Introduction20

Some behavioural economists argue that economic theory will become better to21

the extent that it makes its models of choice more psychologically realistic (e.g.22

Camerer et al. 2005). Don Ross (2011; 2014) argues that this is not necessarily the23

case because economists’ concept of choice is distinct from the one used by psy-24

chologists and lay people. This is an intriguing argument; if economists use such25

a seemingly transparent notion as choice in a systematically different way from26

psychologists or lay people, this should give the revisionist behavioural economists27

a pause: how and how much economics can benefit from psychological realism is28

not so obvious if the economic choice concept does not coincide with the psycho-29

logical one. Ross’s conjecture is based on his first-hand experience as an economist30

and his conceptual analysis as a philosopher. Given its significant methodological31

implications, however, his conjecture deserves a more systematic empirical test.32

To test Ross’s conjecture, we adopt the experimental philosophy (X-phi) ap-33

proach. Experimental philosophy of science is a relatively new approach that aims34

to complement philosophers’ unsystematic reliance on different evidence bases,35

such as their intuitions and a small number of case studies of research arti-36

cles. Specifically, it uses survey-experimental instruments to generate data, in37

a hypotheses-oriented and controlled fashion, thereby providing a big picture of38

how scientists understand and use particular concepts (Griffiths and Stotz 2008;39

Weinberg and Crowley 2009; Nagatsu 2013; Machery 2016). To the best of our40

knowledge, our study is the first one to explicitly apply the X-phi approach to41

address conceptual and methodological questions in economics.42

We conduct a survey experiment with 127 participants with background in43
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various disciplines. We use two vignettes—descriptions of hypothetical scenar-44

ios. Vignettes allow to manipulate dimensions related to the notion of choice, one45

at a time, and ask the participant to report whether he or she considers a sce-46

nario an instance of a choice. We use responses in a 7-Likert scale for dependent47

“choice” variable and collect information about the background characteristics of48

the participant, such as gender, education, and mother tongue. We use statistical49

regression analysis—logarithmic regression—to test whether having a disciplinary50

background in economics has a systematic effect on the “choice” variable. Our51

analysis supports that economists’ concept of choice is distinct from those of non-52

economists in two senses: first, a behavioural change is a choice when it is a53

response to incentive shifts; second, an incentive-induced behavioural change is a54

choice even if the actor is unaware of the shift in incentives. We find more clear55

support for the first hypothesis than the second. Our findings contribute empiri-56

cally as well as conceptually to the debate on economic methodology—How much57

should economic models become psychologically realistic? Is there any limit?58

We proceed as follows: Section 2 contrasts economic and psychological concepts59

of choice and formulates two empirical hypotheses. Section 3 describes our exper-60

imental design, implementation and predictions. Section 4 presents our analysis61

and results. Section 5 discusses results. We interpret our results and formulate new62

hypotheses. We also discuss methodological implications of our results. Section 663

concludes.64
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2 Choice concepts: economic vs. psychological65

In discussing scientific concepts, it is useful to distinguish two kinds of theses (Grif-66

fiths and Stotz 2008). The first kind concerns conceptual variance, the idea that a67

given concept may have different meanings across different scientific communities—68

across or even within disciplines; the second kind concerns conceptual ecology, the69

idea that there are often methodological reasons—both epistemic and practical—70

for such variance. Ross’s (2011) hypothesis concerns both conceptual variance and71

conceptual ecology, which we will describe in turn below.72

Ross (2011) presents his conceptual variance hypothesis in discussing some be-73

havioural economists’ claim that “[n]euroscience [...] points to an entirely new74

set of constructs to underlie economic decision making” (Camerer et al. 2005: 10).75

Ross points out that what these radical behavioural economists mean by “economic76

decision making” is a choice in the psychological sense, i.e., behaviour produced by77

individual internal mental processes. Although cognitive psychology and neuro-78

science uncover processes radically different from those accessible to lay people’s in-79

trospections, both notions—research-psychological and folk-psychological—agree80

that choices are produced by some internal processes. This psychological con-81

cept of choice naturally leads the radical behavioural economists to the conclusion82

that models of economic decision making should be revised according to the latest83

psychological and neuroscientific research.84

In contrast, Ross contends, the practical economic concept of choice has no85

such connection to the folk counterpart:86

In economics a behavioural pattern is chosen just in case it is influ-87

enced, through any kind of channel, by incentives. (Ross 2011: 22)88
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Three points are important: first, the word “pattern” implies that economic choices89

are identified through statistical analysis of aggregate data sets; in other words,90

economic choices are a population-scale phenomenon, not an individual-scale one91

that can be observed with the naked eye or a brain scanner. Second, the clause92

‘through any kind of channel’ indicates that economic choices are realized on the93

individual-scale by multiple and heterogeneous causal processes, such as effortful94

decision making, habits, inertia, automated algorithm, and so on. Consciousness95

or awareness about these processes is thus not required. Third, nevertheless, eco-96

nomic choices have to be influenced by incentives to count as such.97

Ross (2011) also proposes a conceptual ecology hypothesis, which states that98

these conceptual differences in psychology and economics can be explained—and99

even justified—by each discipline’s distinct epistemic and practical concerns: gen-100

erally put, psychologists are interested in the process of individual valuation and101

motivation because that is the scale on which most psychological interventions take102

effect; in contrast, economists are interested in the population-scale responses to103

incentive shifts because that is the scale on which most economic interventions104

operate.105

Although it sounds intuitive for philosophers of science who take practical as-106

pects of science seriously, Ross’s conceptual ecology hypothesis is a novel and107

significant claim in the philosophy of economics. Traditionally, methodological is-108

sues concerning economic modelling have been discussed in general epistemological109

frameworks such as idealization and isolation of target systems (see Mäki 2002a:110

part III) or Weberian ideal types (Angner 2015). These frameworks are however111

too generic to describe and evaluate subtle methodological differences between112

economists and psychologists because they both engage in these methods, and113
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yet disagree on how to model individual choices in practice. In contrast, Ross’s114

conceptual ecology hypothesis, if true, explains why the disagreement between115

economists and psychologists—or between mainstream economists and radical be-116

havioural economists—persists.117

Before taking conceptual ecology seriously, however, the fact of conceptual118

variance has to be established—Is the economic concept of choice really differ-119

ent? We focus on this question in the remainder of the paper. Specifically, our120

study focuses on the differences between economists’ and non-economists’ concepts121

of choice. This is a first approximation of Ross’s hypothesis that the practical122

economic concept of choice—particularly the one underlying scepticism towards123

psychology and neuroscience—is distinct from that held by psychologists and lay124

people. We do not discuss here whether or how psychological and folk concepts of125

choice may differ.126

We formulate the following two hypotheses from Ross’s conceptual variance127

thesis:128

Hypothesis 1: Economists are more likely than non-economists to think of be-129

havioural changes as choices, if they are responses to incentive shifts.130

Hypothesis 2: Economists are more likely than non-economists to think of incen-131

tivized behavioural changes as choices, even if the actor is not aware that132

she is responding to incentive shifts.133

We leave Ross’s third hypothesis—that economic choices are population-scale134

phenomena—for a future study. Operationalizing the difference between population-135

scale and individual-scale concepts of choice in an intuitively understandable way136

is difficult, so we decided to focus on clearly testing Hypotheses 1 and 2.137
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3 Experimental design and implementation138

To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, we implemented an online survey designed to elicit139

people’s intuitive understanding of choice. The approach is called experimental140

philosophy or X-phi for short; in social sciences this type of surveys are known141

as quasi-experiments or survey experiments (Nock and Guterbock 2010). In this142

section, we describe our design and implementation in turn, followed by a summary143

of two predictions based on Hypotheses 1 and 2.144

3.1 Design145

In order to elicit and measure the variance in people’s intuitive notions of choice,146

we constructed two vignettes—stylized descriptions of hypothetical scenarios. Vi-147

gnettes 1 and 2 are designed to test Hypotheses 1 and 2, respectively. Each vignette148

consists of (i) the common description of the story—X (the protagonist) does Y149

(changes behaviour)—and (ii) the descriptions of several scenarios in which we150

manipulate one dimension while holding other parts of the story constant. After151

reading each scenario, the participant was asked whether he or she agreed or dis-152

agreed with the statement “X chose to do Y” in a 7-Likert scale—from 1 (strongly153

disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). In Vignette 1, the dimension concerned the cause154

of the protagonist’s behavioural change. We varied the dimension in 4 levels, cor-155

responding to different causes of behavioural change. In Vignette 2, the dimension156

concerned the internal process of X’s incentivized behavioural change.157

Thus we manipulated 2 dimensions, one at a time, in 2 separate vignettes: Vi-158

gnette 1 is designed to investigate the connection between the notion of choice and159

types of cause of behavioural change; Vignette 2 was designed to investigate the160
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connection between the notion of choice and types of internal processes underlying161

behavioural change. An alternative design choice would be to use one vignette162

in which two dimensions are manipulated systematically, e.g., 4-by-3 factorial de-163

sign.1 We did not opt for factorial design mainly because some levels in the two164

dimensions are not independent and create implausible scenarios.2 In the next two165

subsections we describe each vignette in more detail. (All scenarios that are not166

cited below can be found in Appendix 1.)167

3.1.1 Vignette 1: Did Linda choose to eat less meat?168

Vignette 1 is a story about a hypothetical character called Linda, who reduces meat169

consumption for various reasons in different scenarios. The common introductory170

part reads as follows:171

“In each scenario, our protagonist is Linda. Linda is American, 20172

years old, and majors in philosophy. As a student, she lives on a tight173

budget, supporting her study entirely with a small stipend and with174

her earnings from a part-time job. She loves to eat all sorts of meat175

and happily calls herself a carnivore.”176

Following this description, the participant was shown 4 different scenarios in which177

4 different kinds of change trigger Linda’s behavioural change, namely (L1) belief178

1Griffiths et al. (2009) for example used 2-by-2-by-2 = 8 scenarios. In social research it is
common to manipulate more dimensions with more levels, generating a vast number of scenarios
for even a single vignette. Such design typically requires more subjects and random assignment of
these subjects into different subsets of the scenarios because it is practically impossible to expose
each participant to more than a certain number of scenarios due to fatigue effects. Factorial
surveys with this design are often not driven by clear hypotheses, unlike our case (see Nock and
Guterbock 2010: for a review).

2See Auspurg and Hinz (2014: 40–42) for the problems of implausible and illogical scenarios
and ways to address them.
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change: Linda learns about unintended and undesirable environmental and other179

consequences of meat consumption; (L2) price change: meat prices go up; (L3)180

medical change: Linda develops some medical condition which makes the digestion181

of meat difficult; and (L4) nudged change: the cafeterias Linda frequents imple-182

ment a “nudge”, a subtle change of the food display to reduce meat consumption.3183

Central to the test of Hypothesis 1 is scenario L2, in which Linda reduces meat184

consumption because of price increase, a paradigmatic case of incentive change.185

L2 reads as follows:186

“The meat prices have gone up lately due to the tougher hygiene stan-187

dards imposed on the meat industry. Because of this substantial price188

increase, Linda cut down meat consumption to save the cost she spends189

on food. She still eats meat on some occasions because she loves the190

taste, but she now eats less than half the amount that she used to.”191

H1 predicts that economists (defined by their Main Area of Study) are more likely192

than non-economists to agree with the statement “Linda chose to eat less meat.”193

in L2. We also predict that such a clear contrast is not observed in the other194

vignettes. This prediction is based on our auxiliary hypothesis that voluntari-195

ness is a necessary condition for some behavioural change to count as a choice196

in vernacular terms. For example, L1 (belief-induced behavioural change) is a197

clear case of voluntary behavioural change, and the hypothesized economic con-198

cept of choice does not interfere with this folk understanding. There should be199

3As mentioned above, these scenarios are naturally correlated with Linda’s awareness of the
cause. That is, when the cause is belief change it is natural to interpret that she is aware of it.
In contrast, when the cause is a nudge it is natural to interpret that she is not aware of it. But
crucially, when the cause is a change in prices, she can be aware or unaware of that, and the
description is not explicit about this, although it seems more natural to interpret that Linda was
aware of the price change.
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then no difference between economists’ and non-economists’ responses to L1. Al-200

though it is less clear whether L4 (nudge-induced behavioural change) is a case of201

voluntary behavioural change, we predict no difference between economists’ and202

non-economists’ responses because nudges are originally defined as distinct from203

incentives (Thaler and Sunstein 2008: 6). If this is the case, then economists’204

responses will be indistinguishable from those of non-economists, whatever their205

intuitions are regarding the voluntariness of such behavioural change. We also pre-206

dict no clear difference between economists’ and non-economists’ responses to L3207

(disease-induced behavioural change). Although Linda can be interpreted as re-208

sponding to incentives, in the sense that the medical condition increased the subjec-209

tive cost for Linda to eat meat, we have no evidence to believe that such a specific210

understanding of what counts as incentives is widely shared among economists.211

Another important candidate cause of behavioural change, namely a change in212

preferences, is not used. We simply kept Linda’s preference for meat as exogenously213

given across all scenarios. Specifically, in all scenarios it is stated that Linda “still214

eats meat on some occasions because she loves the taste”. We opted for this215

design because we did not want to introduce preferences as another level without216

understanding how exactly this concept is understood and related to other causes217

such as belief change. Philosophers as well as economists disagree on the concept218

of preferences (Hausman 2012; Ross 2014; Dietrich and List 2016; Angner ming;219

Guala 2017). Importantly, we are not assuming that preferences are reducible to a220

matter of taste, but simply that it is possible to bracket the conceptual questions221

about preferences this way in order to focus on Hypothesis 1.222
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3.1.2 Vignette 2: Did John choose to stop winking?223

Vignette 2 is a story about another hypothetical character called John, who stops224

winking at his female secretaries and students through various mental processes.225

The vignette is borrowed with some modifications from Ross (2011), who refers to226

Heyman (2009). The common introductory part reads as follows:227

“In each scenario, the year is 1978, and our protagonist is John. John228

is American, 56 years old, and teaches history at a university. As a229

professor, he is popular among students because of his unpretentious230

style in teaching, and his colleagues also like him for his open and231

casual character. John, just like other male professors at that time,232

would wink at female secretaries and students as a means of commu-233

nication (mostly) without any sexual intention. In North America in234

the 70s, however, male-to-female winks began to become unpopular for235

various reasons, including the rise of awareness about gender-neutrality236

in workplace. John started to receive a frown of disapproval from his237

female secretaries and students when he winked at them.”238

Following this description, the participant was shown 3 different scenarios in239

which the same kind of change takes place—negative feedback from female secre-240

taries and students for John’s winking eventually leads him to stop winking; but 3241

different internal processes mediate John’s behavioural change, namely (J1) John242

is unaware of the negative feedback but conditioned by it to wink less often; (J2)243

John is aware of the negative feedback and wink less often to avoid it; and (J3)244

John becomes unable to wink due to a medical condition (eye muscle problem).245

For example, vignette J1 reads as follows:246
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“It never occurred to John that winking was the cause of their frowning.247

Nevertheless, the frowning gradually conditioned him to wink less and248

less frequently, until he completely stopped winking. These days he249

does not wink at his secretaries and students any more.”250

Our main interest is whether John’s awareness of the negative feedback is rel-251

evant for the participant to judge his behavioural change to be a choice. In all252

3 scenarios behavioural change is followed by “a frown of disapproval”, the nega-253

tive feedback that is a kind of a disincentive to wink. Hypothesis 2 predicts that254

economists are more likely than non-economists to agree with the statement “John255

chose to stop winking.” in J1 (unconscious). We do not expect a similar differ-256

ence in J2 (conscious). One might expect it, since J2 is meant to be analogous257

to Linda’s behavioural change in response to price change (L2). However, the258

difference is that in J2 but not in L2, it is explicitly stated that the protagonist259

was aware of the cause of own behavioural change. This will make salient the260

voluntary nature of behavioural change, a common-sense element of choice (our261

auxiliary hypothesis), thereby making it more likely for non-economists to judge262

that John chose to stop winking. The result will be therefore no significant differ-263

ence. J3 (medical problem making John incapable of winking) is a clear case of264

involuntary behavioural change, and the hypothesized economic concept of choice265

will not interfere with this element, so again there will be no significant difference266

in responses.267
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3.2 Implementation268

We implemented the survey experiment using Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com). The269

link to the survey was disseminated using mailing lists at different universities in270

five different countries, the UK (University of Reading), Finland (University of271

Helsinki, Hanken School of Economics), Estonia (Tallinn University of Technol-272

ogy), Italy (University of Milan), and Turkey (Bahcesehir University). The survey273

was also sent to the students who were enrolled in the course Understanding Eco-274

nomic Models (Fall 2016) at the Department of Political and Economic Studies,275

the University of Helsinki, before the course had started. We did not give incen-276

tives in money or course grade. 185 respondents started, of which 127 completed277

the survey (completion rate was 69 %; mean time for completion was 8 minutes).278

Vignettes 1 and 2 were presented in this order, but the order of the scenarios279

within each vignette was randomized for different participants. The main part of280

the survey was preceded by Research Informed Consent,4 and followed by demo-281

graphic questions, including the main area of study, the level of education (BA,282

MA and PhD), mother tongue, gender, as well as a prompt to leave any comments283

on the survey in free form. The characteristics of the participants are summarized284

in Table 1. We operationalized “economists” as those who selected “Economics”285

as the main area of study. “Business and Management” is distinguished from286

“Economics”.287

4The Research Informed Consent explains the purpose, procedures, and benefits of the study,
as well as the anonymous and voluntary nature of the survey.
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Table 1: Participants’ characteristics

Area of study Education Language Gender
Economics 73 BA 34 English 16 Male 79
Others 54 MA 25 Estonian 16 Female 48

PhD 63 Finnish 34
n/a 5 Italian 23

Turkish 17
Others 21

Total 127 127 127 127

3.3 Predictions288

To summarize, we have two predictions:289

Prediction 1: other things being equal, economists are more likely than non-290

economists to agree to the statement “Linda chose to eat less meat.” in L2291

but not in L1, L3 and L4.292

Prediction 2: other things being equal, economists are more likely than non-293

economists to agree to the statement “John chose to stop winking.” in J1294

but not in J2 and J3.295

4 Analysis and results296

We first present descriptive statistics of the responses from two groups, Economists297

(Area of study = Economics) and Others (Area of study = other than Economics)298

in Table 2. This table also presents the results of two statistical tests, a two-sample299

t-test with equal variances and a two-sample Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann-Whitney)300
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test.5301

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of participants’ responses

Economists Others Tests
mean s.d. min max mean s.d. min max p(t-test) p(WRS)

L1 6.55 0.91 3 7 6.33 1.10 1 7 0.116 0.077
L2 5.56 1.63 1 7 4.60 1.84 1 7 0.001 0.001
L3 5.30 1.88 1 7 4.68 1.92 1 7 0.037 0.045
L4 4.51 2.05 1 7 4.07 2.01 1 7 0.119 0.227
J1 4.42 2.01 1 7 3.83 1.80 1 7 0.044 0.095
J2 6.44 0.99 3 7 6.09 1.15 1 7 0.036 0.019
J3 1.48 0.94 1 5 1.55 1.20 1 7 0.655 0.824

In both cases (last two columns in Table 2) we report p-values indicating302

whether there is a significant difference between mean score (or ranked ordered303

score) of Economists and Others. Null-hypothesis (lack of difference) for each304

scenario can be accepted with the confidence level in % indicated by p-value; the305

lower the p-value, the more probable it is that there are systematic differences be-306

tween the two groups. Table 2 shows that economists are statistically significantly307

more likely to agree than others that Linda chose to reduce meat consumption not308

only in L2 (price change: p≈0.01), but also in L3 (medical change), though to a309

less extent (p<0.05). It also shows that, in Vignette 2, economists are statistically310

significantly more likely to agree than others that John chose to stop winking in311

J1 (unconscious: p<0.10) and even more so in J2 (conscious: p<0.05).312

4.1 Data analysis313

We want to know whether these more or less statistically significant differences314

between the responses of the two groups in scenarios L2, L3, J1 and J2 are due to315

5See de Winter and Dodou (2010) for a discussion on the differences between these tests in
relation to Likert-scale data.
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participants being economists and not other reasons. Our predictions are that this316

effect—we call it the economist effect—is observed only in L2 and J1 (from Pre-317

dictions 1 and 2 respectively). To test our predictions, we estimate the economist318

effect while controlling for other independent variables (participants’ individual319

characteristics). Our estimation strategy consists of two steps: first, we regress320

a binary dependent variable (“choice” or “no choice”) against a binary dummy321

variable “Economist” including controlling covariates by using logistic regression;322

second, we measure the economist effect as Average Marginal Effects (AMEs) in323

different scenarios. We now explain both steps in turn.324

First, we need to define how economist effects will manifest in 7 Likert-scale325

responses. Although the scale has numbers, the answer is qualitative in nature,326

i.e., they are not cardinal. Thus we create a binary dependent variable from the327

responses: “no choice”= 0 if response is 1, 2, 3, or 4; “choice”= 1 if response is 5,328

6, or 7.6 Since this binary dependent variable is dichotomous and not cardinal, we329

use a logistic function (sigmoid curve), which fits better to the data than a linear330

function (straight line).7331

Estimated coefficients indicate the probabilities that the dependent variable332

(“choice”= 1; “no choice”= 0) will take the value of one under certain values333

of independent variable. A simple logistic regression technique estimates a given334

binary dependent variable using the latent variable approach, where the outcome335

6We test another model with a different threshold. See Section4.2 below.
7The use of logistic regression is common in the social sciences when outcomes (dependent

variables) are represented as binary variables. Examples of such regression designs include re-
search in political behaviour (voting, participation in collective action), policy design (belonging
to certain group of benefit take-up) and labour economics (unemployment, education, promo-
tion). Although there are other techniques such as ordered logit or multinominal logit to analyse
Likert-scale responses, we opt for a simple logit estimation because these alternatives make in-
terpretation of the results difficult (see Williams 2016).
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(y) has an observed effect of an unobserved propensity (y∗). A latent variable336

model in binary regression takes the following form:337

y∗i = α +
∑

Xiβi + ϵi

338

y = 1 if y∗ ≥ 0; y = 0 if y∗ < 0

where y∗i is the unobserved individual propensity, Xi is the vector of independent339

variablebles observed for individual i, α and β are parameters, and the errors ϵi are340

unobserved but assumed to be independent of Xi. Standard logistic distribution341

has a mean 0 and a fixed variance of π2

3
≈ 3.29. This distribution allows to342

interpret predictions of the logit as the natural logarithm of the odds of having343

y = 1 (“choice”) versus y = 0 (“no choice”). Thus, logistic regression assumes the344

logit to be linearly related to the independent variables:345

ln P

1− P
= α +

∑
Xiβi + ϵi

where P is the probability of the event happening and the ratio indicates log346

odds ratio (LnOR). To make interpretation easier, logit is often transformed to347

odds (exp(logit)) or probabilities (exp(logit)/1-exp(logit)). Thus, logistic regres-348

sion produces effect estimates in terms of odd ratios or its log – LnOR. We use349

this logit estimation technique.350

Second, we explain our use of Average Marginal Effects (AMEs). Unlike coef-351

ficient estimates in linear regression models, odd-ratio and LnOR inform us about352

the direction of an effect, but it is not intuitive to take the confidence level and353

interpret the size of an effect. The interpretation of coefficients in logistic re-354
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gression is problematic (Mood 2010) and not analogous to that of ordinary least355

squares (OLS) or average probability estimates (APEs). To overcome problems of356

interpretation and other restrictions, we use AMEs following recent methodolog-357

ical suggestions (Mood 2010; Hellevik 2009; Angrist and Pischke 2008; Osborne358

2006).8 AMEs indicate the average effect of a one-unit change in discrete variables,359

are understandable (percentage unit terms), policy relevant (give the average effect360

across all observations) and comparable across groups and models.9 In sum, AMEs361

give us a measure of the economist effect that is appropriate for our purposes.362

4.2 Results363

After controlling for gender (male=1; female=0), mother tongue (English=1; non-364

English=0), and education level (BA=1; MA=2; PhD=3), regressions show sta-365

tistically significant average marginal effects in L2 (price change) and J1 (uncon-366

scious), but not in L3 (medical change) and J2 (conscious). This is consistent with367

our predictions. In what follows, we therefore focus on these two cases. Table 3368

presents AMEs in scenarios L2 and J1.10369

8An alternative option is average probability estimates (APEs) which are just OLS coefficients
in the case of binary dependent variables, and they can be interpreted in the standard way.

9You can complement these with marginal effects at different points in the probability dis-
tribution, which give percentage unit effects for those with different probabilities, explicitly
acknowledging the non-linearity of the relation.
10See Appendix 2 for regression results for the other scenarios. There is no statistically signif-

icant difference between Economists and Others in all other scenarios.
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Table 3: Regression: the economist effect as average marginal effects in L2 and J1

Scenario Linda price (L2) John unconscious (J1)
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Average marginal effects (1=5, 6, 7) (1=6, 7) (1=5, 6, 7) (1=6, 7)
Economist 0.20** 0.20* -0.3 0.18*

(0.008) (0.019) (0.77) (0.03)
Control variables
gender (male=1) -0.3 0.14 -0.01 0.07

(0.74) (0.095) (0.9) (0.4)
Mother tongue (English=1) 0.10 -0.03 -0.22 0.01

(0.42) (0.85) (0.11) (0.9)
Level of education 0.01 -0.02 0.09 -0.03

(0.76) (0.65) (0.065) (0.6)
N 122 122 122 122
Adjusted R-square 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06
Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.00.

Table 3 also includes AMEs with alternative models to see their sensitivity to370

how we set the threshold between choice and no-choice in the Likert scale. The371

models 1 and 3 are permissive, counting 5, 6 and 7 on the Likert scale as the372

positive answer (1=choice), while Models 2 and 4 are stringent, counting only 6373

and 7 as positive.374

Table 3 show that the economist effect in L2 (price change) is about 20%: being375

an economist makes it on average 20% more likely to consider Linda’s behavioural376

change as a choice. All individual controls remain statistically insignificant, and377

the effect remains the same in both Model 1 and Model 2. In J1 (unconscious),378

we also find the economist effect of a similar size (18%), but this effect disappears379

in Model 3, where we are more permissive in counting responses as positive.380

The results confirm our Prediction 1, and Prediction 2 to a lesser extent. Con-381

cerning Prediction 1, the economist effect is large (about 20% average marginal ef-382

fects), statistically significant (p<0.05), and robust (Models 1 and 2 agree). Where383
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does the economist effect come from? In another regression model, we find a sig-384

nificant interaction effect of studying economics and studying it at the BA level385

(46%; p<0.05; standard error 0.22. see Appendix 3).11 This can be interpreted as386

suggesting either that economics education changes people’s concept of choice sig-387

nificantly at an early stage, or that the economist effect is a result of self-selection.388

That is, those who decide to study economics at a BA level are those who hold389

such a concept of choice in the first place. Either way, the results clearly sup-390

port Prediction 1: economists are more likely than non-economists to think of a391

behavioural change as choice, if it is a response to incentive shifts.392

Regarding Prediction 2, The economist effect is large (about 18% average393

marginal effects), significant (p<0.05), but not robust—Model 4 shows the ef-394

fect, but Model 3 does not. Since Model 4 takes only 6 and 7 on the 7-Likert395

scale as positive answers, we can say that the economist effect is discernible only396

under the assumption that it should be detected as not only a positive but stronger397

agreement to the statement.12 Thus Prediction 2—that economists are more likely398

than non-economists to think of an incentivized behavioural change as a choice399

regardless of subjective awareness—is not as clearly confirmed as Prediction 1 is,400

although there is some support.401

11For each scenario, we ran 3 models which take levels of education as categorical rather than
linear, one of which takes into account interaction effects between being an economist and levels
of education.
12Also, the economist effect disappears in models that take levels of education as categorical

rather than linear. For J1 (unconscious scenario), all 3 models, including one that takes into
account interaction effects, show that having an MA level of education makes one 22 to 35%
more likely to answer positively, regardless of the main area of study (the regression table is not
included). We cannot provide a sensible interpretation of this result.
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5 Discussion402

Overall, our results more or less confirm both Predictions 1 and 2, which sup-403

port Hypotheses 1 and 2, respectively. However, sceptics might argue that the404

economist effects we observed are mere artefacts of our survey instruments rather405

than true reflections of the practical economic concept of choice. Those partic-406

ipants with a background in economics may not have responded qua economists407

but instead manifested personal opinions uncorrelated with the discipline-specific408

concept. This general scepticism is undermined by the clear economist effect we ob-409

served in scenario L2. Critics can of course raise specific questions about how good410

different vignettes and scenarios are at eliciting the practical economic concept of411

choice. For example, Vignette 2 about John may have been simply not a good412

instrument to elicit economists’ practice-based responses, compared to Vignette 1413

about Linda. More specifically, a price change in L2 may have cued economists to414

see it as a case to be understood in terms of their professional concept, while “a415

frown of disapproval” in J1 may have failed to achieve the same effect because it416

is not an obvious token of disincentives. Notice that this criticism does not lend417

any support to the general scepticism, though it may explain the different degrees418

of the economist effects in the two vignettes. Indeed, the fact that one vignette419

was better than another as an instrument suggests that we are detecting the real420

effects we are after. The general scepticism explains neither the economist effects421

nor their variability in different vignettes.422

We now turn to discussing specific mechanisms through which our stylized vi-423

gnettes may have elicited the concept of choice economists apply in their scientific424

practice. The conjecture we advance is a specific version of commonsensible re-425
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alism. Commonsensible realism is the view that the entities and relationships of426

economic theory are part of the “common-sense furniture of the human world”427

(Mäki 2002b: 95). In particular, the theory of consumer choice is part of “the428

ontic furniture of common-sense psychology” (Mäki 2000: 111). Similarly, un-429

observable entities in economics such as “beliefs, preferences, and the like are430

venerable. They have been a part of common sense understanding of the world431

for millennia” (Hausman 1998: 197-198). Although both Mäki and Hausman are432

talking mostly about unobservables such as beliefs and preferences, it is clear that433

commonsensible realism applies to observables such as choices.434

Unlike this strong version which identifies economic and folk-psychological435

concepts, our weak version accepts that economic concepts such as choices (as436

well as subjective beliefs, preferences, and the like) are continuous with common-437

sense counterparts, but deviate from them in a systematic way. In other words,438

economists share some common-sense understanding of these concepts, which is439

overridden or partially modified by scientific disciplinary training (or alternatively440

purified by self-selective recruitment). While the strong version is not supported441

by our results, the weak version offers a plausible explanation of how our survey442

instruments enabled us to observe the economist effects.443

The crucial questions are what constitutes the core “commonsensible” part of444

the choice concept, and what makes economists deviate from it. We hypothesized445

voluntariness as the key commonsensible: commonsense tells economists as well as446

non-economists that a choice has to be voluntarily made—otherwise you have no447

choice! In this sense, Linda’s reduced meat consumption induced by price increase448

(L2) is less of a choice because the tighter budget constraints limited the range449

of available options, thereby compromising the voluntary nature of her reduced450
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meat consumption. According to the standard economic framework, however,451

a choice is simply a behaviour that satisfies exogenous preferences under certain452

constraints. In this framework, Linda’s reduced meat consumption in L2 is a choice453

because her behavioural change satisfies her preferences under new sets of budget454

constraints. This conjecture provides a plausible mechanistic explanation of the455

economist effect we observed in L2: while non-economists interpreted the increase456

in prices as reducing the voluntary nature of Linda’s response, economists did457

not because their theory-laden concept of choice told them that it was irrelevant.458

Some might have explicitly thought: “Linda could have maintained the same level459

of meat consumption by e.g., buying less clothes.”460

Our conjectures also generate new hypotheses. On the view of choice as prefer-461

ence satisfaction under constraints, there should be no difference between Linda’s462

consuming less meat because of increased prices (L2), and her consuming more463

meat because of reduced prices (L2*). Both are choices because both behaviours464

satisfy preferences under new sets of budget constraints. So economists are ex-465

pected to consistently see a choice in L2 and L2*, whereas non-economists will466

tend to see a choice in L2* but not in L2. Also, we can design a better test of467

H2—that a behavioural change does not have to be made consciously to count as468

a choice in the economic sense—by constructing a vignette in which the protago-469

nist’s behavioural change is not so obviously involuntary (as in J1’s “conditioning”470

story), while manipulating the dimension of (un)consciousness about the incentive.471

Since the other scenarios in Vignette 1 (belief change, medical change, and nudged472

change) did not find any economist effect, we can focus on testing these hypothe-473

ses in one vignette in which the incentive shift (price up or down) changes the474

protagonist’s behaviour, where she is (aware or unaware) of this cause. This can475
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be done in a 2-by-2 factorial design (price up or down; aware or unaware of it).476

We close this section by briefly discussing conceptual ecology and some method-477

ological implications of our findings. Ross’s conceptual ecology thesis—that economists’478

distinctive notion of choice is shaped by their discipline-specific practical concerns—479

is now more plausible, although our empirical support for the conceptual variance480

thesis alone cannot justify it as a methodological claim. Our results suggest min-481

imally that economic models of choice may not need to be radically re-written by482

cognitive and neuroscientific discoveries, pace the radical behavioural economists.483

That is, economists’ concept of choice may not be held hostage by psychologi-484

cal findings. How much—and how—psychology and neuroscience can and should485

change economics is an open methodological question.486

This does not mean, of course, that the economic concept of choice will never487

be influenced by psychological or other findings. On the contrary, since the concept488

we have been discussing is underpinned by scientific practice, it can change as its489

use changes in practice. For example, the economist Raj Chetty (2015) explicitly490

formulates nudges as a legitimate policy lever to influence choices on a par with491

incentives, contradicting Ross’s (2011) assertion that economic choices have to be492

responses to incentives. The absence of an economist effect in scenario L4—in493

which Linda reduces meat consumption after a nudge-type intervention—suggests494

that Chetty’s view is not yet common among economists, but this may change495

over time as a new generation of economists becomes trained in new theories and496

practices.13 The changing nature of scientific concepts provides another reason—in497

addition to conceptual variance—to study economists’ practices empirically as the498

13Ross (2014: 304) explains many economists’ scepticism towards nudges by liberalism as their
political philosophy, but it can be dependent on scientific practice as much as philosophy.
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groundwork for a methodological appraisal of economics.499

6 Conclusion500

In this paper, we reported a survey experiment that revealed systematic depar-501

tures of the economic concept of choice from its folk-psychological counterpart:502

economists (defined by the main area of study) are more likely than others to503

interpret the actor’s incentivized behavioural change as a ‘choice’. We also found504

some evidence, though somewhat mixed, that economists are more likely than oth-505

ers to interpret the actor’s incentivezed behavioural changes as a ‘choice’ even if506

he is unaware of the causing incentive shift. In our empirical-conceptual inves-507

tigation, we proposed voluntariness as the core common-sense dimension of the508

choice concept, which is influenced by economic practices such as their reliance509

on incentives. We formulated our proposal as a weak version of commonsensible510

realism and suggested ways to further investigate how the economic and psycho-511

logical concepts of choice affect each other. We also suggested that the practical512

economic concept may change as scientific practices change.513

Although our X-phi approach is uncommon in the philosophy of economics,514

our findings are not isolated. Different qualitative case studies find conceptual515

variances even within economics (Guala 2011; Hands 2011; Cowen 2004). The516

main contribution of our survey-experimental study is to offer a less fine-grained517

but broader view of the conceptual landscape across economics and common-sense518

psychology. Although incomplete and preliminary, this view suggests a systematic519

variance between these two terrains. Thus Hausman’s (1998: 199) dictum that520

there is “no principled epistemological divide” between economic and common-521
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sense concepts has to be qualified. The divide, though not engraved in stone, can522

be detected by appropriate instruments. We hope that our results will stimulate523

more empirical research on how and why economists’ concepts differ from those of524

others, and less defence or criticism of economics based on methodological intu-525

itions. We also hope that our study will help economists articulate the conceptual526

distinctiveness of their discipline to better communicate their research to non-527

economists. Better science communication is, we believe, essential for productive528

interdisciplinary dialogues and public trust in economic science.529
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Appendices626

1 Other scenarios627

1.1 Vignette 1: Linda eats less meat628

L1 One day, Linda’s roommate asked her to join a public lecture entitled ”The629

U.S. Food System: Perspectives from Public Health”. Linda attended the630

lecture, where she learned that current U.S. meat production practices not631

only damage the environment but also increase health risks for workers,632

communities, and the public in general. After the lecture, she cut down633

meat consumption to reduce the environmental damage and the public health634
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risks. She still eats meat on some occasions because she loves the taste, but635

she now eats less than half the amount that she used to.636

L3 Linda was recently diagnosed with a rare case of digestive disorder, in which637

the enzymes necessary to digest animal protein are underproduced. Because638

of this medical condition, she cut down meat consumption to avoid stomach639

problems. She still eats meat on some occasions because she loves the taste,640

but she now eats less than half the amount that she used to.641

L4 A group of researchers at Linda’s university recently launched an on-campus642

experiment to investigate how the food arrangement in cafeterias affect what643

students eat. As part of this experiment, the researchers randomly assigned644

the dormitories and cafeterias on campus into two groups, A and B. In group645

A, healthy options such as salad and lentil soup were displayed first while646

unhealthy options such as chicken nuggets and sausages were placed further647

down the line. In group B, all options were arranged randomly. Linda648

happened to live in a dormitory and frequented cafeterias that had been649

assigned to group A. Because of this experiment, her meat consumption was650

reduced substantially. She still eats meat on some occasions because she651

loves the taste, but she now eats less than half the amount that she used to.652

1.2 Vignette 2: John stops winking653

J2 It then occurred to John that winking could be the cause of their frowning,654

and therefore he started to experiment by winking more or less frequently.655

His suspicion was then confirmed by the observation that the frequency of656

women’s frowning was positively associated with the frequency of his wink-657
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ing. So he stopped winking to avoid their frowning. These days he does not658

wink at his secretaries and students any more.659

J3 It never occurred to John that winking was the cause of their frowning. One660

day, however, he had an accident which damaged his Orbicularis Oculi, the661

muscles around eyes, and became unable to wink, although he could still662

reflexively blink to cleanse and wet his eyes. These days he does not wink663

at his secretaries and students any more.664

2 Average marginal effects of being an economist665

on judgement of choice666

Scenario L1 L3 L4 J2 J3
Average marginal effects (1=6, 7) (1=6, 7) (1=6, 7) (1=6, 7) (1=6, 7)
Economist -0.02 0.11 0.08 0.07 omitted

(0.05) (0.09) (0.09) (0.07)
Control variables
gender (male=1) 0.00 -0.09 -0.08 -0.03 omitted

(0.05) (0.09) (0.09) (0.07)
Mother tongue (English=1) -0.05 0.03 0.14 0.18 omitted

(0.07) (0.14) (0.13) (0.15)
Level of education -0.00 0.05 0.05 0.02 omitted

(0.03) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04)
N 122 122 122 122
Adjusted R-square 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.00. We omit the models
with 1 = 5, 6, 7, which detect no economist effect, either. In Model J3 there are no
coefficient estimates because there was no observations of 6 or 7 among the economists.
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Scenario L2: Linda price
Average marginal effects (1=5, 6, 7)
Economist 0.08

(0.09)
Interaction effect:
Bachelor
times Economist 0.46*

(0.22)
Control variables
gender (male=1) 0.02

(0.08)
Mother tongue (English=1) 0.057

(0.12)
Level of education
Bachelor -0.18

(0.11)
Master -0.02

(0.01)
N 122
Adjusted R-square 0.06
Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.00.

3 Interaction effects as average marginal effects667

of being an economist and education level on668

judgement of choice669
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